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Enhance your experience of Bangkok with the most content-rich guide to the colorful and chaotic

city. Nancy Chandler's map is designed to inspire you to get off the beaten path and make the most

of your stay, whether it be for a few days, weeks or years. A treasure-filled guide, Nancy Chandler's

Map of Bangkok and its 100+ page directory share the best of the city including:   -insider tips -little

known sights -hard-to-find shops -hidden riverside cafes -lane-by-lane market maps -boutique

hotels -cycling and street food tours -charities and factory outlets -dining (including vegetarian) -live

music bars -comedy and dance clubs -cooking, jewelry design, photography, and yoga classes -for

expatriates: intl schools, supermarkets, vets and more  For the short stay visitor, we've marked

recommended sights, restaurants, bars, and one-stop shopping venues. For those staying longer,

we've added more detail for the expatriate suburbs of Bang Na and Nonthaburi not usually covered

by others.  Detailed maps of Chatuchak Weekend Market and Chinatown within will save you time

and money. The Sukhumvit map covers the diversity of shops, restaurants, bars, and other places

of interest in the expatriate haven that is this part of town. For backpackers, attractions in the

backstreets of the Khao San area will help you uncover its best secrets (like the Fabulous dessert

bar). Other detailed maps include the Central Shopping Area, Central Bangkok and Greater

Bangkok.
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Never equalled, like having your own personal guide. --Lonely Planet BangkokIdeal for shopping.

--Travel & LeisureAn insider's guide ... essential for finding what you want. --TIME Asia Magazine:

Shortcuts: Bangkok



American artist Nancy Chandler began creating unique maps, cards and gifts celebrating life in

Thailand when she moved there in the late 1960s with her young family. Her unique style is

characterized by the use of bright colors, humourous comments and witty insights, and the ability to

make sense out of chaos when creating detailed market maps. Legendary in Asia but a quiet,

unassuming artist in Northern California where she spent the last years of her life, Nancy was never

a 'commercial' artist, preferring to work only on projects she loved. Sadly, she passed away in 2015

after a short illness. Her daughter and business partner Nima, who has been updating information

on the maps for 20 years, continues her small publishing business in Bangkok.

my colleague at work, who is from Thailand, saw this and wanted one for herself

Designed well but we didn't use it much. Better to get it online.

okay

Chaotic design makes it difficult to follow.

So informative & fun. A must-have for anyone spending any time in Bangkok. I have the 17th edition

and needed a more current version. So glad to see its still being made.

The map is simply too crowded, and I think that to use numbers, that are cross referenced in The

Directory would work better. At least for things other than the main attractions. But the map is

useful.

This map is great- if not entirely overwhelming. Bangkok is such a huge city that it was hard to tell if

you could walk between locations on the map or not.

More detail than other maps we found for Bangkok.
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